DRINKS MENU

True drinks variety & choice

Good quality hardworking coffee
that you feel good about drinking

Perfectly balanced, full-flavoured
teas that allow you to PAUSE
and RESET without slowing down

Silky, smooth & indulgent made
with real GALAXY chocolate.

hot chocolate

Create a range of speciality drink combinations
including fantastic cappuccinos, lattes, mochas
and espresso style drinks.

LIGHT & SMOOTH

MEDIUM & BALANCED

A delicate easy
drinking coffee, with
a sweet finish to
enjoy all day long.
Delightful!*
AM24

A medium bodied
coffee with a fruity
and sweet flavour that
will shine through.
Full-on!*
AR11

Smooth, well-rounded
and wonderfully
comfortable. A light
roasted cup, with a
refreshing flavour,
a real classic.*

AS01

MEDIUM & BRIGHT

AP31

From an exotic island in
the Pacific Ocean our 100%
Papua New Guinea coffee
is medium roasted to give
a full bodied yet fruity
flavourful cup.*

AT66

From the Ethiopian
highlands, to your cup, our
100% Yirgacheffe beans
are medium roasted to give
a distinctive bright, fruity
flavour.

*These drinks contain over
30% Rainforest Alliance
Certified™ content.

Our aromatic, 100%
Colombian beans
are medium roasted
to give a balanced,
fragrant experience.*
AC42

DARK & INTENSE

AL94

AE82

AU19

It’s a rich and full
bodied cup that hits
your palate with warm
caramel notes and
leaves a smokey finish.
Bellissimo!
A luscious blend of
dark roasted beans,
delivering a heavy
bodied, bold and earthy
flavoured cup.*

FLAVOURED & DECAF
Enjoy a luxurious
blend of medium
roasted beans and the
continental flavour of
hazelnuts.
AH73

AD57

Smooth, well-rounded
and wonderfully
comfortable. A light
roasted cup, with a
refreshing flavour,
without the caffeine!

Our 100% Sumatran
arabica beans are dark
roasted to give a heavy
bodied, complex cup
with a bold finish.

GALAXY ®
hot chocolate
Real Galaxy chocolate for a
silky, smooth and indulgent
hot chocolate drink.
F307

hot chocolate

black
teas

BE12

BE83

BB64

BD33

green
teas

herbal

infusions

English Breakfast*
Robust and full-bodied
with notes of caramelised
sugar and malt.
English Breakfast
Strong*
Stronger, more robust
and full-flavoured with
the same great flavour
as the standard
English Breakfast.
Earl Grey*
Medium-bodied with
fresh bergamot aroma
and flavour.

BL37

BP49

Lemon Herbal
Light lemon citrus notes
with a touch of floral and
honey flavours.

BG72

Peppermint Herbal
Medium-bodied with
full, rich peppermint
flavour.
Raspberry Herbal
Juicy, tart and sweet;
full-bodied.

BG56

Select Green
Smooth and creamy with
a nutty aroma and taste;
balanced bite and
sweetness.
Green with Jasmine
Light-bodied with a
refreshing taste and
fragrant aroma of jasmine.

BR15

English Breakfast Decaf*
A bright appearance and
good body, this is a good
alternative.

*These drinks contain over
30% Rainforest Alliance
Certified™ content.

F318

Cappuccino/
Latte Swirl
Enjoy an indulgent
cappuccino or latte with
our cappuccino / latte
swirl combined with your
favourite ALTERRA COFFEE

MARS Swirl
A rich chocolate and
creamy caramel swirl
for your cappuccinos
and mochas!
F352

The Perfect Range

to keep your office running smoothly

You need 6 coffees in your range to meet everyone’s needs*.
You need these 6 teas to satisfy 93% of consumers throughout the day*.
We have designed the perfect range to fit in both four and six column merchandiser’s.
Hot chocolate counts for every 10th drink consumed in the workplace.
Include swirls for 2 pack speciality drinks.
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Stirrers
MEDIUM
AND
BRIGHT

Sugar
MEDIUM
AND
BALANCED
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*Based on extensive consumer research in the UK.
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